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The DICE consortium∗ is a partnership between academic and industrial laboratories from various fields
(e.g. petroleum, automotive, nuclear etc.). DICE aims at developing and applying statistical methods to
solve problems related to computer experiments: uncertainty propagation through a flow simulator, global
optimization of a car crash simulator or calculus of failure probabilities in a nuclear process.

Each methods used through the consortium applications are implemented and integrated in a numerical
toolbox that allows to fully process a case study. This toolbox is actually a R bundle comprising the following
4 packages:

• DiceDesign for space-filling design of experiments;

• DiceEval for evaluation and comparison of metamodels;

• DiceKriging for the estimation of a response surface via Gausian Processes;

• DiceOptim for global optimization.

Each package addresses a specific task where classical and new methods are implemented. Among the new
methods, DiceDesign proposes the construction of numerical designs of experiments based on stochastic
processes and the computation of discrepancy and distance criteria. DiceEval is especially dedicated to fit
usual models. A validation procedure (containing numerical criteria, graphical plots and cross-validation
methods) is also proposed to validate a fitted model. DiceKriging implements a large panel of kriging
models used for uncertainty propagation or for global optimization. The component DiceOptim performs
different versions of EGO algorithm (Jones et al., 1998).

The different case studies proposed by the industrial partners of the DICE consortium have been processed
by the bundle. One of these case studies will served as a running example to illustrate its main functionalities.
In this application, the space-filling design (inputs of the simulations) is done by DiceDesign. DiceEval
is then used to modelize the output of the simulator and allows to fit classical models: linear models,
additive{gam}, PolyMARS{polspline} and kriging{DiceKriging} models. Moreover, DiceEval provides
graphical tools in order to compare the quality of the fitted models on learning, validation and test sets.
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∗DICE stands for Deep Inside Computer Experiments (http://dice-consortium.fr/).


